
Job Description for BDSA-Grant Support Consultant 

Business Development Services Africa (BDSA) Zambia Ltd. 
Position: Grant Support Consultant  
Location: Ideally Lusaka Zambia 
Contract length: 1-month contract (to start immediately) with possibility for extension/future contracts 
 
Background: 

Business Development Services Africa (BDSA) is a consultancy service and its mission is to make shared value the 

new way of doing business. Since 2011 BDSA has been delivering management and technical advice to actors in the 

private sector in Zambia to further the expansion of business models and norms that increase economic, social and 

environmental prosperity. Our mandate is to leverage capital, data and innovative ideas to develop a self-reliant 

and sustainable form of poverty reduction; we focus on creating win-win business models and operations within 

their client organizations such that commercial and competitive mandates can be met while improving the 

livelihoods of an organization’s customer and supplier segments, who are generally the urban and rural poor and 

emergent agropreneurs.  

BDSA is looking to provide grant searching, writing and application support to its clients as a way to finance and 

implement their innovative program ideas. 

Job Description: 

The Grant Support Consultant’s role will be to spend approximately a month deep diving into the grant space. 

Looking for grants that fit BDSA’s mission of supporting shared value, and the private sector offering innovative 

programs for shared value outcomes. The tasks will include: 

 Background research on grants received by past clients of BDSA 

 Determining grant giving organizations within Zambia 

 Using the list of grant givers in Zambia to determine which grants are offered and when 

 Create an overall annual schedule of BDSA specific grants 

 Determine BDSA’s capacity for receiving grants and provide suggestions on changes that must be made 

for BDSA to be grant ready 

 Put together a comprehensive framework of criteria to determine what grants are appropriate/not 

appropriate for BDSA to engage with 

Required skills: 

 Minimum a Bachelor’s Degree 

 Experience with the grant sector in Zambia 

 Grant writing experience 

 Experience managing large grants 

 Excellent oral and written communication 

 Ability to work independently and use initiative 

 Ability to develop work plans and produce deliverables within set timelines  

 Ability to travel around Lusaka  

 Ability to adapt to change and be flexible  

Compensation to be determined based on experience. 

If interested in the position, please send a professional CV and Cover Letter to bdsazambiahr@gmail.com with the 
subject line ‘Grant Support Consultant’ and address documents to Ms. Firth. 
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